
YOUR CLASSICS CASE

We’re delighted to be introducing you to Manchester-
based Alphabet Brewing this month.

As soon as we tried their beers, we knew we had to get them 
in the glasses of our comrades! So, we’ve made them our main 
feature for October and you’ll find a couple in your case this month.

They’re easy to spot from their awesome label artwork, designed 
by local artist, Hammo. Behind those great labels are hop-forward, 

brilliant-quality beers that we know you’ll love as much as we do.

Unfortunately, Manchester was ‘locked down’ when we were due 
to visit, but we’ve enjoyed getting to know them virtually! You can 
read all about Alphabet in our behind-the-scenes article in the 
“Meet the Brewers” section of our website. Grab one of their beers 
and learn more about the hard-working brewers that made it.

Cheers comrade!

brewrepublic.co.uk



Nelson Pale Ale
Sustainability is at the heart of everything 
Stroud does. Local, craft maltsters, all organic 
ingredients and spent grains go to feed local 
livestock. Besides tasting great you can also 
feel great drinking Stroud beer.

Vienna Lager
Utopian’s Vienna lager is one of our favourite 
styles. The addition of Vienna / Munich malts in 
the mash is what creates the toasty, breadcrust 
character. A lager that a bitter drinker would love.

Highway 51, Dry Hopped Pale
Brewed with Mosaic, Centennial and Rakau 
hops, juicy, tropical fruit flavours come to the 
fore in this dry-hopped, pale that’s backed up 
by a hint of citrus and a grapefruit finish.

Columbus, Pale Ale
1492, Columbus discovered America and Stiegl 
started brewing beer. This Columbus hopped 
pale ale is an ode to the famous explorer.

3, West Coast IPA
An American style IPA with Columbus, Chinook 
and Cascade hops gives firm bitterness along 
with citrus and pine. Four different grains add  
a toasty, bready and balanced malt profile. 

 

4, Amber Ale
9 years of brewing and a custom brewhouse from 
Burton-on-Trent, this Bucks brewery uses its know-
how to make some of the best classic UK ales.

brewrepublic.co.uk

CLASSICS FEATURED BEERS

Sidewheeler, Steam Beer
Born in California in the late 1800’s and 
sometimes called “California Common” this is a 
true hybrid style beer. Made with lager yeast but 
fermented warm like an ale. A malt-lead beer with 
a lager crispness and a piney lingering bitterness.

Making Pints for Nigel, Bitter
A modern interpretation of a classic Manchester 
bitter. Traditional ingredients through and through 
provide a lovely balance between the malt and 
hops making this endlessly drinkable.

Just to Wet the Whistle, Köln-Style Ale
A Kölsch beer, from Köln Germany has a PGI 
(Protected Geographical Indication) hence the 
name here being “Köln-style”. Is it a fruitier 
lager or crisper ale? This classic hybrid beer 
checks both boxes.

Cwtch, Red Ale
Tiny Rebel, from Newport, South Wales has made 
a big splash these last 4 years with some unique 
beers so it can be easy to forget that it all started 
with Cwtch, “The 2015 Champion Beer of Britain”.

Bombshell, Bitter
The use of only pale malts really allows the 
hops unique flavour to shine unabated. A thirst-
quenching and tasty beer for any occasion.

Abingdon Bridge, Amber Ale
Malty backbone with crisp, British and American 
hops resulting in a beautifully balanced beer.

 

Vegan CanStemmed Classic Bottle
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Next month, an EXCLUSIVE collab from Pope’s Yard ...
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